On August 2\textsuperscript{nd} we in Room 3 had our assembly. It was about space. In my opinion, it was mind bursting awesome!!! I was the narrator so I had the biggest talking part. I talked in almost every scene. The first scene was about the Earth (Zelma) believing that she was the centre of the universe. The second scene was about the Purple People Eater and the aliens (Beth, Lavi, Sophie) making a record straight. In the third scene, Yoda (Jack), Luke (Hamo), Darth (Eddie), the cosmonauts and astronauts (Ben, Liam, Monty, Cooper, Darwin, Izzy) told us about some amazing times in space history. In the fourth scene, the news reporter (Sucheta) told us how John F. Kennedy promised to land more men on the moon. The next scene was a video. The sixth scene was about us watching some videos Chris Hadfield had made. The last scene was the assembly song, and that was the end. \textbf{Daniel Mowe}

On Friday 2\textsuperscript{nd} August we had our room’s Space Assembly!! Before I got on stage I was really afraid. But it turned out that it actually gave me more confidence. The assembly was about the most amazing moments in space discovery. I was Neil Armstrong. I said “What were you doing on the 20\textsuperscript{th} July 1969?” People all over the world tuned in to watch as Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed on the moon. It was also the first assembly for the Pre-Primary’s. My brother is in PP. The song that we sang was ‘Life’s a Happy Song’ and we danced to ‘Intergalactic Planetary’. It was the most mind blowing assembly ever in my Mum’s and Harry’s opinion. \textbf{Ben Sillifant}

On August 2\textsuperscript{nd} Year 2/3, Room 3 did an assembly. I was Darth Vader. My favourite part of my lines was “LUKE I AM YOUR FATHER!” I got killed by my best friend, he was Luke Skywalker. The space monkey, Albert 2 kept picking my hair. After the assembly we went CRAZY! Then we had some cookies. There were 3 star wars people, the last one was Yoda! It was an awesome day. \textbf{Eddie Vijayasekaran}